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Data Table 25 Comparative details of small square-headed brooches from Cemetery II 

 
Gr/object 
no. 

Headplate Bow Footplate Punchmarks Material Position/usage 

814/3 central panel with two S-scrolls in 
notched frame; plain raised outer panel; 
outside frame decorated with dot-in-
triangle punchmarks  

plain, panelled undivided foot; plain raised frame around central 
lozenge with notched border; side and terminal 
lobes missing; relief-cast animal ornament in 
upper borders of eye and ?jaw 

dot-in-triangle; 
notching 

mercury-gilded 
silver; Fe 
pin/spring 

R side of waist area, near 
knife; with iron pin at R 
side of upper chest and 
silver-gilt button brooch in 
centre of lower chest 

843/2 central panel with symmetrical animal 
ornament of foot and curved bars inside 
plain frame; raised outer border with 
double row of punched triangles with 
niello inlay and plain outer frame  

panelled, with 
animal ornament of 
ribbon body with 
thigh/hip at each 
end 

undivided foot; central lozenge shape has bent 
leg with feathered foot inside ridged border; 
footplate frame has single row of punched 
triangles with niello inlay; upper border with 
animal-head ornament including eye and jaw; 
rectangular side lobes with double rows of 
nielloed triangles; rectangular terminal with 
frame with double rows of nielloed triangles 
around panel with three raised vertical bars 

triangles mercury-gilded 
silver; Fe 
pin/spring 

R side of upper chest, 
diagonal with foot towards 
head; pair with 843/3; also 
iron pin on R side of chest 
below 843/2  

843/3 as 843/2 but not identical  animal ornament on foot slightly different from 
843/2 

triangles mercury-gilded 
silver; Fe pin/ 
spring 

L side of upper chest, 
diagonal with foot towards 
head; pair with 843/2 

906/3 plain recessed central panel with plain 
frame and outer border with five lobes 
with ?cast dot-and-circle motif 

ridged undivided foot with plain central lozenge shape 
inside plain frame; circular side lobes and similar 
lobe in upper border, both with dot-and-circle 
motif 

 copper alloy; Fe 
pin/spring 

R side of upper chest, foot 
upwards; with disc brooch 
at L shoulder 

936/1 plain panel with plain frames panelled, with 
raised ridge in each 
panel 

central lozenge shape inside plain frame; animal 
ornament of ?eye in upper borders; terminal lobe 
with four raised bars inside plain frame 

 mercury-gilded 
copper alloy; Fe 
pin/spring 

R side of central chest area, 
diagonal with head towards 
head; pair with 936/2, lying 
parallel to it 

936/2 as 936/1  as 936/1 except three raised bars on terminal lobe  mercury-gilded 
copper alloy; Fe 
pin/spring 

R side of central chest area; 
pair with 936/1, lying 
below it 

 


